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Tribal Resilience and Community Plans 
A Primer for Tribal Communities Looking to Create Their Own 

By Karly Newcomb, JD Candidate 2021, Virginia Coastal Policy Center, William & Mary Law School 

Introduction 

As communities that are largely dependent upon their land for economic, cultural, and 

spiritual sustenance, Virginia tribal groups have begun to experience widespread implications of 

climate change in the health and livelihoods of their communities.1 In addition, climate change 

impacts, such as higher temperatures, rising sea levels, and changes in precipitation, exacerbate 

stressors that already negatively affect Tribal access to resources, such as inadequate infrastructure 

and high poverty rates.2 With this said, it is important that Tribal communities adequately prepare 

for these projected impacts by determining the specific implications for their land and community 

and creating a long-term plan to address Tribe-specific vulnerabilities. Fortunately, many Tribes 

throughout the United States have already begun to develop and implement Tribal resilience efforts 

through adaptation plans and climate vulnerability assessments.3 These plans and assessments 

highlight the history and values of the Tribal community, the community’s current state and 

vulnerabilities, as well as actions the community will take to build its resilience.4 

Many of the Tribal resilience plans currently in existence are largely the works of Tribes 

located in the western United States.5 However, localities across Virginia have also begun planning 

to address future concerns such as community health and safety, economic vitality, and 

environmental threats through documents such as hazard mitigation plans,6 comprehensive plans,7 

                                                           
1 Facing the Storm: Indian Tribes, Climate-Induced Weather Extremes, and the Future for Indian Country, 

Confronting Global Warming Report, NAT’L WILDLIFE FED’N, 2-4 (2011), 

https://www.nwf.org/~/media/PDFs/Global-Warming/Reports/TribalLands_ExtremeWeather_Report.ashxf. 
2 Kathryn Norton-Smith et al., Climate Change and Indigenous Peoples: A Synthesis of Current Impacts and 

Experiences, U.S. DEP’T OF AGRIC., 3 (2016), https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_gtr944.pdf. 
3 Tribal Climate Change Guide, UNIV. OF OR., https://tribalclimateguide.uoregon.edu/adaptation-plans (last visited 

June 24, 2019). Resilience and adaptation are defined differently by different entities. For purposes of this paper, 

resilience refers to the “ability of a social or ecological system to absorb disturbances while retaining the same basic 

structure and ways of functioning, the capacity for self-organization, and the capacity to absorb stress and change” 

and adaptation refers to “actions in response to actual or expected climate change and its effects, that lessen harm or 

exploit beneficial opportunities.” Both terms are used in plans to express the way a community desires to be 

prepared for a changing climate. Blackfeet Climate Change Adaptation Plan, BLACKFEET NATION (2018) vii-viii, 

https://bcapwebsite.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/bcap_final_4-11.pdf. 
4 Tribal Climate Change Guide, supra note 3.  
5 Id. 
6 See, e.g., Regional Mitigation Plan, CITY OF VA. BEACH, 

https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/emergency-management/Pages/mitigation-plan.aspx (last visited 

June 24, 2019). 
7 See generally VA. CODE ANN. § 15.2-2223 (2018) (codifying the requirement that each locality has a 

comprehensive plan). 

https://www.nwf.org/~/media/PDFs/Global-Warming/Reports/TribalLands_ExtremeWeather_Report.ashxf
https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_gtr944.pdf
https://tribalclimateguide.uoregon.edu/adaptation-plans
https://bcapwebsite.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/bcap_final_4-11.pdf
https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/emergency-management/Pages/mitigation-plan.aspx
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and resilience plans.8 These plans can be used by Tribal communities as additional examples of 

ways to structure and implement a wide-ranging community plan.  

This paper serves as an overview of various Tribal resilience plans across the nation and 

community planning efforts in Virginia. Although each plan is particularly detailed to address one 

locality’s specified areas of concern, the plans are fully adaptable to meet any community’s 

particular needs. Additionally, the paper includes a synthesis of commonalities that these plans 

share with the goal of providing an overview of resilience plan options and strategies that can be 

used as a framework for Tribal communities looking to create their own plans.  

Tribal Resilience and Climate Adaptation Plans 

A. Puyallup Tribe of Indians: Climate Change Impact Assessment and Adaptation Options 

The Puyallup Tribe of Indians is a nearly 4,000 member Tribe located in Pierce County, 

Washington.9 The Puyallup were federally recognized in 1854 through the Treaty of Medicine 

Creek.10 Although the community has noted the effects of a changing climate for a number of 

years, the Puyallup took action in 2016 to create a climate change adaptation plan when the 

extreme variability in seasonal temperatures, reduced snowpack, and increased wildfire risk began 

to deeply threaten the resources, livelihood, and health of the Puyallup Tribal Community.11 

The Puyallup Tribe’s Climate Adaptation Plan (“The Puyallup Plan”) formation process 

began when the Tribe’s Environmental Department invited a team of local consultants and other 

Tribal departments together to host a “Kick Off” Meeting in April of 2015.12 Other Puyallup Tribal 

Departments included in this initial phase included: Transportation, Air Quality, Water Quality, 

Fisheries, Cultural Resources, and Housing. At this meeting, the diverse team identified particular 

resources and sectors within the Tribal community that will likely be impacted by climate 

change.13 The Environmental Department inputted these resources and sectors into a set of climate 

projections and an impact assessment for the region.14 The models and data used for the projections 

were drawn from several pieces of scientific literature, including governmental and institutional 

reports.15 Projections were created for the following climate impacts: increased temperature, 

precipitation and streamflow, wildfire, flooding, stream temperature, landslides and sediment 

transport, sea level rise, and ocean acidification.16 By comparing projected climate trends to the 

                                                           
8 See, e.g., Norfolk’s Resilience Strategy, 100 RESILIENT CITIES (2015), http://100resilientcities.org/wp-

content/uploads/2017/07/Norfolk_Resilient_Strategy_October_2015.pdf. 
9 Climate Change Impact Assessment and Adaptation Options, PUYALLUP TRIBE OF INDIANS, 8 (2016) 

http://www.puyallup-tribe.com/tempFiles/PuyallupClimateChangeImpactAssessment_2016_FINAL_pages.pdf; 

Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs, Federally Recognized Indian Tribes, ST. OF WASH., https://goia.wa.gov/tribal-

directory/federally-recognized-indian-tribes (last visited June 24, 2019). 
10 Treaty with the Nisqualli, Puyallup, etc., art. 2, U.S.-Nisqualli, Puyallup, etc., Dec. 26, 1854, 10 Stat., 1132, 

https://www.fws.gov/pacific/ea/tribal/treaties/Nisqualli_Puyallup.pdf. 
11 Climate Change Impact Assessment and Adaptation Options, supra note 9, at 8.  
12 Id. at 9.  
13 Id. 
14 Id. 
15 Id. at 46. See e.g., CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE NORTHWEST, IMPLICATIONS FOR OUR LANDSCAPES, WATERS, AND 

COMMUNITIES (Megan M. Dalton et al. eds., 2013). 
16 Id. at 11-22. 

http://100resilientcities.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Norfolk_Resilient_Strategy_October_2015.pdf
http://100resilientcities.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Norfolk_Resilient_Strategy_October_2015.pdf
http://www.puyallup-tribe.com/tempFiles/PuyallupClimateChangeImpactAssessment_2016_FINAL_pages.pdf
https://goia.wa.gov/tribal-directory/federally-recognized-indian-tribes
https://goia.wa.gov/tribal-directory/federally-recognized-indian-tribes
https://www.fws.gov/pacific/ea/tribal/treaties/Nisqualli_Puyallup.pdf
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Tribe’s most important sectors and resources, the Puyallup were able to successfully identify the 

most vulnerable aspects within its community.  

The Environmental Department then took inventory of existing environmental programs 

and plans already in place on the reservation.17 This allowed the Tribe to identify current strengths 

and resources that could serve as the foundation upon which the Puyallup Plan could be built. In 

addition, the Environmental Department also conducted Tribal staff workshops, in which the staff 

screened adaptation measures adopted by other tribes.18 These adaptation measures were screened 

for their effectiveness, affordability, and feasibility for the Puyallup Tribe specifically.19 After 

identifying five adaptation options that performed the best within the specified criteria, these 

adaptation options were used to create goals for each priority resource and sector identified at the 

Kick-Off Meeting.20 The five adaptation options included: (1) implementing protection, 

restoration, and management practices; (2) providing community education and guidance; (3) 

reevaluating policies, plans, and protocols; (4) gathering additional research; and (5) leveraging 

partnerships.21  

The Puyallup Plan took two years to complete and was prepared for the Tribe by the 

Cascadia Consulting Group. No outside funding sources were noted for the creation of the 

Puyallup Plan.22 However, the Puyallup Plan does acknowledge that although the Tribe lacks funds 

to undertake many preventative measures to address public health and safety risks, the Tribe does 

have the capacity to seek funding through the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) 

Hazard Mitigation Assistance Programs.23 These assistance programs can help fund the 

development of preparedness plans.24  

 Takeaway: The Puyallup Plan greatly emphasized identification of strengths in existing 

programs and plans already being undertaken by the Tribe. By doing so, the Tribe could build 

upon existing program structures and use its financial resources most efficiently. Additionally, the 

Puyallup Plan was unique among the Tribal plans that were analyzed in that it screened a number 

of adaptation measures adopted by other tribes to identify the most effective, affordable, and 

feasible adaptation options for its community. Due to the Tribe’s governmental structure, which 

already included its own Environmental Department, as well as strong reliance on existing 

programs and plans, the Puyallup Plan is an example of a plan solely created and implemented by 

the community with limited outside partnerships and funding resources. Because of this, its level 

of detail and specificity in some regards is limited in comparison to the remaining two Tribal plans.  

 

                                                           
17 Id. at 33. Existing programs include habitat restoration, hatchery and fishery management, water quality 

monitoring, emergency management and preparedness planning, and public education and outreach programs. Id.  
18 Id. 
19 Id.  
20 Id. at 34-38. 
21 Id. at 34. 
22 Id. at 2. 
23 Id. at 32. 
24 Id. 
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B. Blackfeet Nation Climate Change Adaptation Plan  

The Blackfeet Nation is one of the largest tribes in the United States, composed of over 

17,000 members.25 Located in Northwest Montana, the Blackfeet Nation was established by treaty 

in 1855. Tribal members had felt the impacts of a changing climate for many years, and recognized 

the threat it posed to their own livelihoods and cultural practices. The Blackfeet Nation sought to 

create a Climate Change Adaptation Plan (“The Blackfeet Plan”) to meet the demands of the Tribal 

members themselves. .26  

The Blackfeet Plan was created and implemented by the Blackfeet Environmental Office 

and the Center for Large Landscape Conservation, a Montana non-profit organization.27 The first 

step in the creation of the Blackfeet Plan was to conduct a comprehensive review of climate trends 

and predictions.28 The Blackfeet Nation used data from several United Nations Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports to track the trends and predictions for its geographic 

area.29 These predictions were presented at three informational and planning meetings with the 

Planning Team, which was comprised of representatives from several Tribal resource management 

sectors including “agriculture, culture, forestry, fish, wildlife, land and range, water, and human 

health.”30 This team utilized Northern Arizona University’s Institute for Tribal and Environmental 

Professionals’ (ITEP) Vulnerability and Risk Matrices as well as the university’s Identifying 

Priority Planning Areas Tool to identify the key focus areas within each resource management 

sector.31  

The Blackfeet Plan dedicates an entire chapter to each resource sector’s goals, strategies, 

and future actions.32 More specifically, each resource sector chapter is comprised of several 

components: observed impacts, expected impacts, probability of impacts, vulnerability, goals and 

actions, required and existing authority and capacity, as well as partners and potential funding 

sources.33 To analyze a resource sector’s vulnerability level, the Blackfeet Plan determined the 

resource’s level of exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity.34 For example, the Blackfeet Plan 

determined that the agricultural sector’s exposure and sensitivity to the effects of climate change 

were high and that the adaptive capacity for the sector is low because of the “given constraints and 

complexities of governing fractioned land parcels in the Blackfeet Nation.”35 The last important 

component of the Blackfeet Plan planning process was sending Planning Team members to attend 

                                                           
25  Home, BLACKFEET NATION, http://blackfeetnation.com/ (last visited June 24, 2019). 
26 Blackfeet Climate Change Adaptation Plan, supra note 4, at 1. 
27 Id. 
28 Id. 
29 Id. at 113. The IPCC is an organization of United Nations government members that works to provide 

governments with scientific information that they can use to develop climate policies. About the IPCC, 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, https://www.ipcc.ch/about/ (last visited July 22, 2019). 
30 Blackfeet Climate Change Adaptation Plan, supra note 4, at 1. 
31 Id.  
32 Id. at 44. 
33 Id. at 45-53. 
34 Id. at 49. The process of determining the three vulnerability levels varied by resource sector, as some were more 

scientifically based analyses (e.g., agriculture) while some required a less formal analysis (e.g., cultural resources 

and traditions).  
35 Id. 

http://blackfeetnation.com/
https://www.ipcc.ch/about/
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regional and national climate change adaptation conferences.36 Some of these conferences include 

the National Adaptation Forum and the Roundtable on the Crown of the Continent Annual 

Conference.37 

The Blackfeet Plan took three years to complete. The Blackfeet Nation is currently creating 

a Blackfeet Agricultural Resource Management Plan, which will serve as a “strategic plan for the 

comprehensive management of the reservations [sic] agricultural resources and develop tribal 

policies based on the visions that the tribe and tribal landowners have for their reservation.”38 The 

Tribe will begin building an Integrated Resource Management Plan within the next two years. 

Financial Support for the Blackfeet Plan was provided by the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Tribal 

Resilience Program, the Center for Large Landscape Conservation through a grant awarded to the 

Northern Landscape Conservation Cooperative, and a Climate Impacts and Health grant from the 

National Indian Health Board.39 

Takeaway: The Blackfeet Plan greatly relied on the Institute for Tribal and Environmental 

Professionals’ Vulnerability and Risk Matrices and Identifying Priority Planning Areas Tool. In 

addition, the Blackfeet Plan created a thorough guide of observed and expected impacts, a 

vulnerability assessment, a list of goals and actions, as well as identified partners and funding 

sources for each of the plan’s focus sectors. Lastly, the Blackfeet Plan was the only plan that 

discussed participation in regional and national adaptation conferences as an instrumental part of 

its plan formation process. 

C. Metlakatla Indian Community Climate Change Adaptation Plan  

The Metlakatla Indian Community (MIC) lives on the Annette Islands, which are located 

off the western coast of Southeast Alaska. The Indian Reserve can only be reached by seaplane, 

boat, or ferry. The MIC  was federally recognized under Provisions Section 16 of the 1971 Indian 

Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. Section 476 Delegations and currently has 1,460 community 

members. .40 In 1981, Congress set aside the Annette Islands as a federally recognized Reserve.41 

The Metlakatla Indian Community Climate Change Adaptation Plan (“The Metlakatla Plan”) was 

                                                           
36 Id. at 1. 
37 Id. 
38 Plan Overview, BLACKFEET AGRIC. RES. MGMT. PLAN, http://blackfeetarmp.com/plan-overview (last visited July 

23, 2019). 
39 Id. at iv. The Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Tribal Resilience Program granted the Blackfeet Nation $73,550 to 

conduct tribal collaboration in the Great Northern Region in 2016 as well as $137,880 to fund the Tribe’s adaptation 

workshops and $10,500 to fund travel support for adaptation planning in 2018. See 2017/2018 Resilience Funding 

Awards Summary, U.S. DEP’T OF INTERIOR, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFF. (2018); FY 2016 Tribal Climate Resilience 

Program Funding, U.S. DEP’T OF INTERIOR, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFF. (2016). The Center for Large Landscape 

Conservation awarded the Blackfeet Nation and the Northern Landscape Conservation Cooperative a $183,418 grant 

in 2017 to help fund the Blackfeet Plan. See Climate Change Challenge: Less Water, More Droughts, Wildlife 

Conservation Soc’y, https://www.wcsclimateadaptationfund.org/climate-conservation-dba-center-for-large-

landscape-conservation (last visited July 1, 2019).  
40 Id. at 9. 
41 H.R. Res. 561, 51st Cong. § 15 (1891). 

http://blackfeetarmp.com/plan-overview
https://www.wcsclimateadaptationfund.org/climate-conservation-dba-center-for-large-landscape-conservation
https://www.wcsclimateadaptationfund.org/climate-conservation-dba-center-for-large-landscape-conservation
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intended to “align the Tribe’s cultural, economic, environmental, recreational, and social 

demands.”42  

The Metlakatla Plan is strongly influenced and guided by the community’s Traditional 

Ecological Knowledge (TEK).43 The MIC identified its main environmental and health 

vulnerabilities through the integration of TEK and current scientific evidence.44 In addition, during 

the initial planning stages, the MIC conducted several intensive cultural interviews with Metlakatla 

members to identify community priorities that would serve as a “stable framework” for the 

Metlakatla Plan as a whole.45 The Metlakatla Plan’s early formation also included developing 

target dates over a ten year period at which the MIC would reassess the effectiveness of the 

Metlakatla Plan.46 For example, following year one, the MIC intends to “update vulnerability 

status, revise assessments, and input new available data.”47 

The majority of the Metlakatla Plan is focused on creating recommended strategies as well 

as specific near term and long term next steps for each vulnerability area identified.48 The 

Metlakatla Plan also includes sections dedicated to identifying potential funding opportunities and 

necessary partnerships.49 In the Partnerships section, the MIC acknowledges the benefits of 

working closely with their own Tribal community and Council, the local school district, the region-

specific Bureau of Indian Affairs, federal agencies such as the Department of Interior and U.S. 

Forest Service, a state university, and other local tribal communities.50  

The Metlakatla Plan was created over the course of one year.51 The MIC will implement 

the identified climate change adaptation practices into a number of the MIC’s other community 

plans, including:  

● Land Use and Community Development Plan,  

● Forest Management Plan, Fisheries Management Plan,  

● Invasive Species Environmental Assessment and Management Plan,  

● and Strategic Energy Plan.52  

Financial support for the Metlakatla Plan was provided by the 2015 Bureau of Indian 

Affairs Tribal Cooperative Landscape Conservation Program.53 More specifically, the MIC was 

                                                           
42 Metlakatla Indian Community Climate Change Adaptation Plan, METLAKATLA INDIAN CMTY., 6 (2017) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pba8RIj5q4nkWH4c8bT-RwLD-lg2aKLb/view. 
43 Id. at 7. 
44 Id. 
45 Id at 7-8. 
46 Id. at 8. 
47 Id. 
48 Id. at 58-67. 
49 Id. at 80. 
50 Id.  
51 Id. at Forward. 
52 Id. at 8. 
53 Genelle Winter, Climate & Energy Coordinator, Metlakatla Indian Community, Metlakatla Indian Community 

Climate Change Adaptation Plan at the National Adaptation Forum (2019), 

https://www.nationaladaptationforum.org/sites/default/files/presentation_documents/Metlakatla%20Indian%20Com

munity%20Climate%20Change%20Adaption%20Plan%202019.pdf. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pba8RIj5q4nkWH4c8bT-RwLD-lg2aKLb/view
https://www.nationaladaptationforum.org/sites/default/files/presentation_documents/Metlakatla%20Indian%20Community%20Climate%20Change%20Adaption%20Plan%202019.pdf
https://www.nationaladaptationforum.org/sites/default/files/presentation_documents/Metlakatla%20Indian%20Community%20Climate%20Change%20Adaption%20Plan%202019.pdf
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awarded $85,000 “to perform a survey of the waters and lands of Annette Islands Reserve to 

determine climate change impacts” and $14,507 for “travel support for climate adaptation planning 

training and cooperative efforts”.54  

Takeaway: The Metlakatla Plan placed the most emphasis on the role of traditional 

ecological knowledge and community values in creating its list of vulnerabilities to address. The 

Metlakatla community was greatly involved in the creation of, and executing data gathering for, 

the plan. This plan also stressed the importance of forming partnerships from a variety of different 

sectors.  

Other Community Plans 

Tribal communities can also look to Virginia municipal planning efforts such as 

comprehensive plans and hazard mitigation plans as examples of planning frameworks that seek 

to meet both short- and long-term community goals. The Commonwealth of Virginia requires each 

local planning commission to prepare and recommend a comprehensive plan for the development 

of the locality.55 The purpose of these plans is to “guid[e] and accomplish[] a coordinated … 

development of the territory which will, in accordance with present and probable future needs and 

resources, best promote health, safety, morals … and general welfare of the inhabitants.”56 The 

Code of Virginia also specifically directs certain localities that are especially vulnerable to aspects 

of climate change, such as sea-level rise and recurrent flooding, to incorporate planning for such 

events into its next comprehensive plan.57 

In addition, a number of Virginia localities have developed Regional Hazard Mitigation 

Plans with financial assistance from FEMA and often through an effort coordinated by the 

appropriate planning district commission.58 In order to receive non-emergency disaster assistance, 

such as funding for hazard mitigation projects, FEMA requires state, tribal, and local governments 

to develop and adopt regional hazard mitigation plans.59 The purpose of hazard mitigation plans is 

to “identify risks and vulnerabilities associated with natural disasters, and develop long-term 

strategies for protecting people and property from future hazard events.”60 

Although both comprehensive plans and hazard mitigation plans are typically broad in 

scope and not necessarily environmental in nature, most plans contain an environmental element 

and serve as resources from which Tribal communities can incorporate lessons learned and identify 

potential community partners. 

                                                           
54 FY 2015 Tribal Cooperative Landscape Conservation Program Funding, U.S. DEP’T OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU 

OF INDIAN AFF. (2015), https://www.bia.gov/sites/bia.gov/files/assets/bia/webteam/pdf/idc1-030646.pdf. 
55 VA. CODE ANN. § 15.2-2223(A) (2018). 
56 Id.  
57 See id. § 15.2-2223.3. Localities included in the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission “shall incorporate 

into the next scheduled and all subsequent reviews of its comprehensive plan strategies to combat projected relative 

sea-level rise and recurrent flooding.” 
58 See e.g., Regional Mitigation Plan, supra note 6.   
59 Hazard Mitigation Plan Requirement, FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, https://www.fema.gov/hazard-

mitigation-plan-requirement (last visited June 24, 2019). 
60 Hazard Mitigation Planning: Overview, FED. EMERGENCY MGMT. AGENCY, https://www.fema.gov/hazard-

mitigation-planning (last visited June 24, 2019). 

https://www.bia.gov/sites/bia.gov/files/assets/bia/webteam/pdf/idc1-030646.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-plan-requirement
https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-plan-requirement
https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-planning
https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-planning
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A. Portsmouth, Virginia: Build One Portsmouth – Comprehensive Plan 

 The City of Portsmouth is a Tidewater, Virginia community with a population of over 

95,000 residents.61 Build One Portsmouth was created in 2018 to serve as the city’s comprehensive 

plan, establishing a “long range plan for the future development, revitalization, and preservation 

of the city.”62 The first step in the development of Build One Portsmouth was to conduct three 

rounds of informational and idea generating work sessions with Portsmouth citizens to identify 

key trends that should influence the plan.63 These trends included socio-economic challenges, 

improving transportation and infrastructure, and maintaining cohesive neighborhoods.64  

The structure of Build One Portsmouth is split into three smaller plans: the Strategic Plan, 

the Geographic Plan, and the Implementation Plan.65 In the Strategic Plan, the city identifies the 

community’s guiding principles and vision for the community, the key aspirations for the plan, 

broad concepts and strategies for the city to utilize, and specific planning tactics.66 For example, 

to achieve the community’s vision to be more resilient, the Strategic Plan lists a number of goals, 

including working with regional, state, and federal agencies to mitigate the impacts of climate 

change.67 In order to meet this goal, the city identified strategies, such as examining all critical 

assets that have high exposure to hazards and develop resiliency solutions for these facilities.68 

Lastly, the city used this strategy to create tactical solutions, including conducting a flooding 

vulnerability analysis of critical assets.69 

 The Geographic Plan serves as a visual framework by which the city could create specific 

recommendations for particular geographic areas within the community.70 Examples of geographic 

areas identified include: historic, environmental and open space resources, as well as flood 

exposure areas.71 The Implementation Plan includes action prioritization and implementation tools 

and elements sections. In the action prioritization section, the city places each of their tactical 

solutions identified in the Strategic Plan into one of three timeframe categories: short term efforts, 

mid-term efforts, and long-term efforts.72 By doing so, Portsmouth acknowledged that all of these 

solutions cannot be implemented concurrently, and created more manageable checkpoints for the 

city to reach. Finally, the implementation tools and elements section highlights the Build One 

                                                           
61 Build One Portsmouth, CITY OF PORTSMOUTH 8 (2018) http://buildoneportsmouth.org/finalplan; 

file:///C:/Users/kanewcomb/Downloads/Build-One-Portsmouth-Adopted-11.27.18%20(1).pdf; Community Facts: 

Portsmouth, Virginia, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, 

https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF (last visited June 24, 2019). 
62 https://www.portsmouthva.gov/396/Comprehensive-Plan. 
63 Id. at 8-11.  
64 Id. at 9-10. 
65 Id. at 14-19. 
66 Id. at 14. 
67 Id. at 41. 
68 Id. 
69 Id. 
70 See id. at 157. 
71 Id. at 158-159. 
72 See id. at 220. Short Term Efforts will start in the next six months and be completed within twenty-four months. 

Mid-term Efforts will start within the next eighteen months and be completed within five years. Long-term Efforts 

vary by project, but will start more than three year from the adoption of the plan.  

http://buildoneportsmouth.org/finalplan
about:blank
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=CF
https://www.portsmouthva.gov/396/Comprehensive-Plan
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Portsmouth’s amendment and update procedures, budget and funding for 2019, and alternative 

sources of funding for the future.73  

 Build One Portsmouth was developed over two years.74 In development of the plan, the 

City of Portsmouth contracted with McBride Dale Clarion Consultants, a consulting firm based in 

Cincinnati, Ohio.75 The overall cost of the plan was $430,000, with $30,000 of that being cost 

overruns on outreach efforts.76  

 Takeaway: Build One Portsmouth takes the unusual approach of splitting its 

Comprehensive Plan into three separate plans: the Strategic Plan, the Geographic Plan, and the 

Implementation Plan. The Geographic Plan in particular could be useful for tribal communities 

that have separate challenges and aspirations for several different types of geographic areas. 

Additionally, Build One Portsmouth provided the most thorough timeline of project goal 

implementation.  

B.  Hampton Roads Region, Virginia: Hampton Roads Hazard Mitigation Plan 

The Hampton Roads region is a set of communities in eastern Virginia known for historic 

landmarks and coastal recreation.77 The Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC), 

with assistance from member localities and Salter’s Creek Consulting, Inc., prepared the Hampton 

Roads Hazard Mitigation Plan (“Hampton Roads Plan”) to address vulnerabilities to hazards in 

the region as a whole, as well as for each of the 22 communities involved.78  

In formation of the plan, HRPDC created a steering committee to “help design and propose 

appropriate mitigation actions for incorporation into the Mitigation Action Plan”.79 In addition, the 

steering committee was directed to supervise a number of working groups, including a planning 

committee.80 During the planning committee’s first meeting, the committee identified the hazards 

of most critical concern to the Hampton Roads region81 using FEMA’s hazard identification and 

loss estimation software package, HAZUS-MH.82 In its second meeting, the committee discussed 

local strengths and weaknesses through various capability assessments to create general mitigation 

strategies for each specific locality and the region as a whole.83 The planning committee then held 

                                                           
73 Id. at 224-225.  
74 Id. at 8. 
75 Id. at 3. 
76 E-mail from Brian Swets, Planning Adm’r, City of Portsmouth, Va., to Karly Newcomb, Research Assistant, Va. 

Coastal Pol’y. Ctr. (July 29. 2019) (on file with author).  
77 Coastal Virginia – Hampton Roads, ST. OF VA., https://www.virginia.org/Regions/HamptonRoads (last visited 

June 24, 2019). 
78 Hampton Roads Hazard Mitigation Plan, HAMPTON ROADS PLANNING DIST. COMM’N, Title Page (2017), 

https://www.hrpdcva.gov/uploads/docs/2017%20Hampton%20Roads%20Hazard%20Mitigation%20Plan%20Updat

e%20FINAL.pdf. 
79 Id. at 2:4.  
80 Id. at 2:3.  
81 Id. at 2:6. 
82 Id. at 5:2. 
83 Id. at 2:7.  

https://www.virginia.org/Regions/HamptonRoads
https://www.hrpdcva.gov/uploads/docs/2017%20Hampton%20Roads%20Hazard%20Mitigation%20Plan%20Update%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.hrpdcva.gov/uploads/docs/2017%20Hampton%20Roads%20Hazard%20Mitigation%20Plan%20Update%20FINAL.pdf
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a number of public meetings and feedback forums to gather public comment on the Hampton 

Roads Plan’s general strategies and goals.84 

After public feedback was incorporated into the plan, the steering committee identified all 

hazards threatening the region and what community assets would be at risk.85 Then, the committee 

called for a vulnerability assessment to measure the potential impact that could be caused by each 

hazard.86 This vulnerability assessment was coupled with the planning committee’s capability 

assessment to determine what strengths the region already possessed to address each hazard 

through existing authorities, programs, and resources.87 These assessments were subsequently 

used to create 236 Mitigation Actionss, which addressed various needs throughout the Hampton 

Roads communities.88 For each proposal, the Hampton Roads Plan identified: a cost-benefit 

analysis, hazards to be addressed, priority level of the proposal, estimated cost, potential funding 

sources, lead agencies and departments responsible, and an implementation schedule.89 The final 

notable aspect of the Hampton Roads Plan was a section dedicated to monitoring, evaluation and 

enhancement. This section highlighted the need for annual progress reports, a five year plan 

review, and a plan amendment process.90 

The Hampton Roads Plan was completed in two years.91 Financial support for the plan was 

provided by a FEMA grant of $266,852.92    

Takeaways: The Hampton Roads Plan is an example of a regional plan that encompassed 

several different communities. Although the regional aspect may not be very helpful to a tribe, the 

Hampton Roads Plan serves as a useful guide for how to identify hazards within a community’s 

boundaries. This plan included the creation of both a steering committee and a planning committee, 

as well as several opportunities for public input. Lastly, this plan included a thorough guide for 

each risk mitigation policy proposal, including a cost benefit analysis, potential funding sources, 

and an implementation schedule.  

Plan Commonalities 

 Each of the plans discussed took a differing approach to the long-term adaptation or 

resilience planning process. However, there were several commonalities that were consistent 

throughout most, if not all, of the plans. The first commonality was a desire to review current 

environmental and community data to determine the community’s “starting point” in the planning 

process. Most plans took into account community feedback into determining their plan’s starting 

point, identifying its focus areas, or crafting plan goals. Additionally, each of the plans conducted 

some type of scientific vulnerability assessment; a number of plans even highlighted the utilization 

                                                           
84 Id. at 2:9-2:11. 
85 Id. at 4:1.  
86 Id. at 5:1. 
87 Id. at 6:2. 
88 Id. at 7:14-7:253. 
89 See id. at 7:14. 
90 Id. at 8:2-8:4. 
91 Id. at 2:3. 
92 Id. at Report Documentation. 
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of tools created by educational institutions, such as Institute for Tribal Environmental 

Professionals’ Vulnerability and Risk Matrices.93 Another common theme was the formation of 

partnerships with relevant government agencies, educational institutions, scientists, or other 

similar communities.94 These partnerships were instrumental in developing thorough and practical 

adaptation plans. A majority of plans also included a section dedicated to the monitoring process 

of each plan over time, with some plans even creating a formal amendment process.95 The last 

integral part of each plan was the identification of short-term and long term funding sources to 

carry out each plan’s missions. 

Existing Resources 

 This section will identify existing resources that Virginia tribal communities have and 

additional resources these communities can utilize in order to undertake planning efforts. First, 

Virginia tribes already have governmental structures in place, such as councils and varying offices 

and departments that can lead tribal resilience plan formation. The Mattaponi Tribe, Pamunkey 

Indian Tribe, Chickahominy Indian Tribe, Cheroenhaka (Nottoway) Indian Tribe, and Nottoway 

Indian Tribe of Virginia are just some of the examples of Tribal communities in Virginia that have 

Tribal Councils and government structures in place.96 These councils can work to identify a 

steering committee made of tribal community members, non-profit organizations, and government 

partners to lead planning efforts.  

 In addition, Virginia tribes can access a number of existing data and information sources. 

For example, the Virginia Institute of Marine Science has a variety of climate-related databases, 

including its Climate Change Impacts in Virginia: Climate Database, which tribes can use to assess 

climate trends in their areas.97 ADAPTVA is another resource for Virginia tribal communities to 

access region-specific scientific databases, legal guidance, and planning strategies.98 For legal and 

policy guidance, Virginia tribal communities can utilize the Virginia Coastal Policy Center’s 

reports on various topics such as planning for sea level rise and recurrent flooding or social 

vulnerability and environmental justice.99  

Conclusion 

Although many of the existing tribal resilience plans were created by tribes in the western 

United States, these plans still serve as helpful tools for Virginia tribes looking to adequately 

                                                           
93 See Blackfeet Climate Change Adaptation Plan, supra note 4, at 1. 
94 See e.g., Metlakatla Indian Community Climate Change Adaptation Plan, supra note 41, at 80.  
95 See e.g., Build One Portsmouth, supra note 60, at 224-225. 
96 See Sarah Stebbins, Meet the State-Recognized Virginia Indian Tribes, NAT’L PARK SERV. (2012), 

https://www.nps.gov/jame/learn/historyculture/virginia-indian-tribes.htm. 
97 See Climate Change & Coastal Resilience: Data Sources, VA INST. OF MARINE SCI., 

https://www.vims.edu/ccrm/research/climate_change/data_sources/index.php (last visited July 1, 2019); Climate 

Change Impacts in Virginia: Climate Database, VA. INST. OF MARINE SCI., 

https://www.vims.edu/ccrm/research/climate_change/data_sources/database/index.php (last visited July 1, 2019). 
98 ADAPTVA, http://adaptva.com/ (last visited July 1, 2019).  
99 VCPC Reports & Collaborative Documents, WM. & MARY L. SCH., 

https://law.wm.edu/academics/programs/jd/electives/clinics/vacoastal/reports/index.php (last visited July 1, 2019). 

Since federally recognized tribes are treated differently than political subdivisions of the Commonwealth, only 

reports and papers specifically noting tribal communities will be applicable.   

https://www.nps.gov/jame/learn/historyculture/virginia-indian-tribes.htm
https://www.vims.edu/ccrm/research/climate_change/data_sources/index.php
https://www.vims.edu/ccrm/research/climate_change/data_sources/database/index.php
http://adaptva.com/
https://law.wm.edu/academics/programs/jd/electives/clinics/vacoastal/reports/index.php
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prepare for the impacts of climate change while also prioritizing spiritual resources, cultural 

resources, and community values. Additionally, Virginia community planning efforts — such as 

comprehensive plans and hazard mitigation plans—provide multi-faceted planning resources to 

tribes looking to address coastal environmental vulnerabilities specifically. In sum, there are 

copious resources available to tribes looking to become more resilient, regardless of a tribe’s size, 

resource abundance, or current adaptive capacity. There are several structures and forms a tribe’s 

plan can take, and it is important for tribes to find an adaptation plan that best meets the strengths, 

weaknesses, and current capabilities of their own communities. 

 


